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Dialing Up Country
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ast year’s merger with Westwood One cemented Dial Global’s place as the largest
independent radio network/syndication company and brought an exhaustive array
of satellite formats, programs and services under one roof. Certainly not lost in that
lineup is a substantial Country presence. President/Programming Kirk Stirland has been
at the forefront of that integration and is charged with providing future direction for the
company. And that’s no small task when faced with competitors who are integrated with large
station groups – Clear Channel/Premiere and Cumulus Media.
However, for Stirland, a nine-year company vet, network radio is a familiar place. Previously President of WOR Radio Network, he has prior stops at Unistar/Westwood
One, ABC Radio Network and NBC-The Source. Country Aircheck asked him about
merger integration, his Country platform and what he learned on a recent visit to
Nashville. He also revealed that his story follows a pattern familiar to many – it all
starts with a song. And a country song, to boot.
Country Aircheck: Dial Global has come through a series of acquisitions over
the years – Waitt, Jones, and Westwood One 24/7 – leading up to the recent
merger with the rest of Westwood One. Did those earlier assimilations make
this process easier?
KS: Dial Global has grown a great deal through acquisition, and we have
learned from every single one, so we were
prepared for the complexity that our
merger with Westwood One entailed. We
were, and are, focused on keeping the
qualities that have made us successful
all the way along. That includes always
looking for ways to improve our relationships with our customers, be they
advertisers, their agencies, our affiliates or our personalities and producers.
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Where is DG in that process of combining the products, cultures and procedures?
The merger closed at the end of October 2011, and we are fully integrated
now. We’re focused now on operating the enterprise, and have begun looking
out over the dash at new opportunities.
Were there any particular complexities to the merger that jumped out at you?
Any pleasant surprises?
This was an excellent fit. Westwood One had big brands like CBS, NBC, the NFL and
NCAA Sports; Dial Global was strong in businesses like 24-hour formats and prep. Dial
Global had a proven, trusted advertising sales system, and Westwood One had deep
experience in event marketing. Put that all together, and you’ve got the right recipe for
a successful media company.
What is your view of the landscape for syndication? Where are the opportunities?
The challenges?
It’s the same formula that network radio has always followed: Do for stations what they
can’t do for themselves, efficiently, effectively – or at all – given their available resources.
As a result of unique programming like NFL football, products with great ability to scale
like our Radio Voodoo service, or things we can uniquely make, such as jingles and
imaging from TM Studios, we have a good working model. We’re a service to both our
radio station customers and our sponsors. And now we can harness the power of all these
in large-scale marketing opportunities that reach beyond traditional spot advertising.
How can Dial Global best compete with syndication companies that are already connected
with large station groups (Clear Channel, Cumulus)?
No doubt, the most recent consolidation in our industry has changed radio. Even
still, radio owners are looking for help making great radio stations. As an independent
syndicator, we can work with everyone. No one is “off limits,” and even our network
competitors benefit from working with us. We can act as a syndication partner to all parties,
large and small, leveraging our infrastructure and ability to monetize things nationally. We
offer some really unique products built on brands that listeners love. As long as we continue
to listen to our customers and offer those kinds of unique and compelling things, we’ll
continue to affiliate programming and services everywhere, even to those stations owned by
large network radio owners, just as we do today.
Dial Global has been in this assimilation mode for awhile. Where does it go next? Will there
be more acquisitions? Does the focus turn to operating? What is the vision?
We are absolutely focused on operating our business. Not only did we become a new company,
but the competitive landscape changed, too. And, of course, advertising, marketing and
platforms are evolving at a historic pace. I don’t think any successful company gets a minute
to lay off the accelerator. Our eye is on complementary businesses that can reside on top of
our substantial infrastructure, and that make us better.
What is Dial Global’s relationship with Triton and the equity firms that own it?
We’re now a separate entity from Triton Media, and the two are managed independent of
each other. Both companies are backed by Oaktree Capital, and Dial Global works together
with Triton on various initiatives, just as we do with other partners.
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With iHeartRadio, Pandora, Spotify and in-car WiFi
in various levels of development, how is Dial Global
preparing for a world that may be less reliant on
terrestrial transmitters?
We’re in the audio entertainment business and
want to be prepared for whichever way the business
goes in getting that audio to the consumer. A lot of
our business is in services to radio stations, giving
them tools they need to make that great audio
entertainment. But really, it could be anybody – radio
station, webcaster, whomever. We feel we’re poised
for the future. We’re excited about where the lines
are crossing, not just in delivery methods, but also
where technology and audio entertainment are going
together. We have a lot of things we’re working on,
but none I can really talk about at this point.

THE INTERVIEW
The departure of Beau Phillips is a significant change
in the programming structure. What is the vision for
programming going forward?
Beau is a legendary programmer, a savvy marketing
mind, a true leader and one of my best friends.
I’ll miss him greatly day-to-day, but it’s not like we
don’t hang out and talk about this crazy business.
The good news here is that not only did he polish
our programming, particularly that of our 24-hour
formats, he attracted and assembled a remarkable
programming team that will now take up his charge.
John Paul, certainly known to many for his Country
chops, will now have an expanded role contributing to
our formats as well as to the big list of Country shows,
jingles and imaging services. Tim Maranville, another
broadly respected programmer, has also taken on
additional responsibilities in contemporary formats
and shows. And David Felker and Chris Reeves each
make huge contributions to our company’s content.
We’ll let these talented programmers work across our
entire landscape.
Turning to Country, Dial Global has a significant
platform in the format, as you mentioned. What
exactly is its place within the company, and what will it
be in the future?
After News and Sports, Country is our biggest
platform. We touch over 1,700 stations with a 24-hour
format, a show, a prep service or a jingle/imaging
package. Between our partnership with Viacom in the

CMT Radio Network, our leading presence at night
with The Lia Show and The Big Time with Whitney Allen,
our syndication of both Bob Kingsley’s Country Top 40
and Country Countdown USA, our own Country Kickers
prep, and the many large market Country stations
that use Radio Voodoo to answer their phones, there
simply isn’t a bigger Country broadcaster than us.
We’re proud and respectful of that, and will continue
to be good citizens in the Country format.
You introduced a new jingle and imaging product for
the Country format. Can you explain the concept and
any other initiatives we can expect?
Sure. 360Country is a reinvention of the traditional
updating jingle package, designed to provide a station
with everything it needs to uniquely image itself. But
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we really wanted it to go beyond its sung-jingle base
and agreed that we wanted the underpinning music
to capture the great energy that is in Country music
today. How do you do that? You go to Nashville, gather
up master-class studio cats that have played on a list
of country hits as long as your arm, and ask them to
make music. Those sessions energized our whole jingle
operation! And it comes through in the product. We’re
going to take that approach to other formats soon.
Another example of how being present and
involved in Country pays off came about when we
re-launched our Country Gold program. We wanted
to turn up the star power on this four-hour specialty
show, and we were thrilled to partner with Alabama
frontman Randy Owen. When you hear great stories to
go with the classic country music in Country Gold, it’s
coming with authenticity from a guy who was there.
What an honor to work with Randy.

the artist and our shows – and ultimately and always,
the fan – can benefit.

What is your physical presence in Nashville?
We have offices and studios on Music Row that house
the production of many of our shows and our prep
service bureau. We’re there with Doc McGhee, and
really like being able to hop upstairs and test ideas
with Doc and his terrific Nashville team. We’ve actually
created some great ideas in the hall up there! We
also make sure our programming team, including
Susan Stephens, our VP/GM of Shows, and John
Paul, regularly visit to stay engaged with the artists,
managers, record business execs and the rest of the
country music community.

Are you a fan of country music? If so, what in
particular resonates?
I sure am. Back when the earth was still cooling, I
actually had a song I wrote appear on the Billboard
Country chart for about two weeks. No. 89 with an
anchor versus a bullet, I think, and the $3.90 royalty
check ruined my amateur status forever. Living in New
York with no local Country station, I have to work a
little harder to stay up. I’ve got my favorite artists, but I
can see only heartache and trouble if I start listing them
here! I’ll say, in the last year or so, it was real hard to get
the Jamie Johnson CD out of my dashboard. I can listen
to Brad Paisley or Keith Urban play guitar forever. I felt
like a prepubescent fan of the Biebs when I got to meet
Vince Gill recently. And modern bluegrassers like Chris
Thile’s Punch Brothers or Sierra Hull just kill it, if that’s
any indication of how I roll.

How does and can Dial Global offer the country music
community the ability to engage your audience? Music,
promotions and beyond?
The degree of engagement is almost limitless. There
are plenty of obvious opportunities, like satellite
radio tours, presence in our prep services, interviews
on our weekend shows and taking over dayparts on our
24-hour formats that deliver hundreds of radio stations
in one sitting. But given the reach of Country and the
degree of celebrity in the format nowadays, why wouldn’t
it stretch to dropping in on our NFL Monday Night
Football broadcasts, appearances at our Backstage At The
Grammys or Academy of Country Music Awards broadcasts?
We’re now combining elements like these and more in
really potent marketing packages for movie premieres,
television launches and other high-profile opportunities.
Your range of products and shows seems to be allencompassing, but is there room for more? Have any
plans for further Country offerings?

Something that we do well, I think, is listen. We’re
always looking for the thing that we can do, that a
station says, “Man, I’d love to do this, but just don’t
have the resources or time or wherewithal to do it
myself.” In many or even most cases, we do.
You’ve been to Nashville in the last year to meet with
labels. What did you learn? What did you tell them?
Country is a format where the distance from the artist
to the medium to the fan is tiny. When I go to country
awards shows, I’m always blown away by how many
artists thank radio, along with their moms and their
faith and their fans, for their success.
So we tell the labels we know we have a hand
in keeping country music alive and expanding – a
responsibility, in fact. And we search for ways where

I heard some whispers last year in Las Vegas that the
ACM Awards remotes may not be in DG’s long-term
plans. Can you speak to that?
We’re looking to see how we can benefit the company
and radio with all our event involvement. We’re
excited about those events and the marketing
opportunities they offer sponsors. We need to find
the right ingredients to make those really valuable, to
utilize the megaphone of radio to create a real winwin-win. We are committed to the Grammys and are
analyzing other events.
So the ACMs are not on the books yet?
They’re not on the books, but we’re having those
discussions.

What was the song you wrote? Who recorded it?
It was “Midnight Cabaret” by a protégé of Merle
Haggard named Wyvon Alexander. That was his first
single from his first album. You’ll catch me bragging,
but the song actually won something at the American
Songwriters Festival. Interestingly, the guy I was
playing and singing with back then, Steve Witt, and I
found each other on Facebook awhile back and we’re
co-writing again. We reconnected, had dinner, spent
some time in my home studio, and now we’re sending
files back and forth, working on music.
What got you personally interested in radio?
There was this Quonset hut at Utah State University
that housed KUSU-FM, and it was a lot more fun
hanging out there than in organic chem. But before
that, I was a huge fan of radio and growing up around
San Francisco, I had two great sources: KFRC, for
ultimate Top 40, and KSAN, live from the epicenter
of counter-culture. I’ll never forget hanging around
the building at KSAN with some high school buds
until some guy (I swear it was Ben Fong-Torres)
invited us in for a tour. My eyes were as big as the LPs
that were stacked to the ceiling in there. Those great
announcers, whether it was Tom Donahue (KSAN) or
Dr. Don Rose (KFRC), were my heroes.
It was always about the music for me, and music
remains a passion. And that’s why I think I’m a Country
fan. It’s all about the music. Add what we call around
here “the magic” of a great storyteller and entertainer,
and that’s radio, keeping audiences listening on
whatever device they choose to do it through.
Professionally, what gives you the greatest satisfaction?
I was driving out to see Steve Newberry at
Commonwealth Broadcasting in Eastern Kentucky
a few months ago, and was just sort of punching
around. I stopped on this station – it was a Country
station, in fact – because it just sounded great.
The personality was brief but entertaining and was
completely relating with the music. Said just enough,
and the imaging was just right. You probably see this
coming, but I discovered it was one of ours. Steve’s
Hot Country-affiliated station. It was a DG Local
station, so it had some of that uniquely localized
content that we can do, and it sounded great. I’m
pretty certain I broke a few Kentucky driving laws,
calling our programmers on my cellphone, but that
was satisfaction. Making the highest-quality products
possible – that’s the ticket for me.
What keeps you up at night?
I sleep pretty well, whether at peace, or just plain jetlagged. But when my eyes pop open, and the hamster
climbs on the wheel in the morning, I start to try
to guess what form audio entertainment is going
to take in the future, both music and spoken word.
This was pretty simple when it was radio and records.
Now there are hundreds of sources, and the span
of possibilities is immense. The challenge is finding
where you and your company fit in there, and what
value you bring. Oh ... and then bringing it.
CAC
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